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The homework for tonight’s class was reading the 
first four chapter’s in our text.  In broad strokes, that 

means tonight we’ll be going over:
➢Getting Started
➢ Beekeeping History
➢ A bit of bee biology
➢ And figuring out where to put your hive

A quick reminder: All Beekeeping is local
Your book’s living author is from Florida; however, the now deceased co-

author lived and kept bees in Massachusetts.
The question you should ask: Why should I care?
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Getting Started or
Keeping bees is something I want to do

WELCOME TO AGRICULTURE!

You can do everything by the book, and still have a crop failure or have your bees die.

A sad truth is that many of you will be no longer keeping bees just a few years from 
now.  Our goal is to have you keeping bees twenty years from now, presuming you 

still want to!

When you are surrounded by insects that can sting, your 
priorities change.  Working with them becomes the task.  
Understanding what you’re seeing and doing, combined 

with some perseverance, will make beekeeping a 
marvelous avocation!
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Eight Tips

• Start with new equipment of standard (Langstroth) design.

• Do NOT experiment during your first year or two.

• Before buying a so-called beginner’s outfit, know how each piece 
of equipment is used and be sure it is needed.

• It is best to begin with two bee colonies, not one.

• Start with Italian bees.

• Start with a package of bees.

• Start early in the season.

• Recognize that your colonies will not produce a surplus of honey 
the first year.

The Eight Tips are © 2010, 2018 by Malcolm T. Sanford
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Make the Eight Tips into an Action Plan.
A few more tips:

➢ Get your equipment ready at least two weeks before the bees 
arrive.

➢ If you’re desperate to get started on the cheap, consider a bee 
buddy.

➢ If you do get a package, plan on replacing the queen by the end of 
July.
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Think about what you need as opposed to 
what you want.   Bee fever is all too real.
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Honey
bee Evolution

Herbivores
and

Omnivores

Which is Which?
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Millions of years ago
There was one common ancestor of the Honey bees and wasps we know today –

they went down different evolutionary paths

Yellow Jacket picture: flickr Dgriebeling (CC BY 2.0)
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Beekeeping History in America
Honey bees are not native to the Americas.  They were imported from Europe prior 

to the settlement at Jamestown, Virginia in 1607.  The bees swarmed, and before long 
were well established.  The first settlers kept bees mostly in hollow log sections or 

“gums.”
Gums were used primarily because they were cheap (there being plenty of wood) 
while skeps were made of expensive straw.  Still, some skeps were used, but largely 
because that was what beekeepers were familiar with.

Harvesting from both usually did not end 
well for the bees, which were killed as part 
of the process.  Bees were plentiful so 
restocking was not hard to do.

Honey, the original sweetener, was eaten 
directly from the comb.  There were no 
extractors in those days!
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The modern hive is Born

The Rev. Lorenzo 
Langstroth

In 1852, Langstroth patented his hive.  The design wasn’t all that new, but some of the features 
described in his patent application were.  The most important was his observation of bee space, 

the approximately 5/8” space bees leave unfilled in order that they can move about the hive.  
Langstroth’s genius was that his new hive incorporated bee space between frames so the bees 

wouldn’t stick them together.  This meant that frames could be easily be removed, examined and 
replaced in the hive.

Since then the Langstroth hive has evolved into what we know as a Langstroth 
hive today.  Frames are now self spacing, and have foundation too!  The common 

dimensional lumber has reduced hive width.  Modern Langstroth hives are 
available with different frame counts (8 and 10 being the most popular) and in a 

variety of heights.

You can “dive deep”, if you are so 
inclined, and read Langstroth’s 
patent on-line.
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Langstroth’s basic design needed fiddling
while commercial beekeeping was starting to become a reality

Photo Credit: 1911 Encylopaedia Britannica– now in the Public Domain

The late 1800s saw many inventions and creations intended to make 
beekeeping easier. They include:

➢ Worker sized foundation
➢ Many Smoker improvements
➢ Beekeeping Magazines

➢ The American Bee Journal began publication in 1861
➢ The A I Root company, which would go on to publish books and the 

Gleanings in Bee Culture Magazine, was founded in 1869
➢ Extractors
➢ Queens that could be shipped through the mail

➢ While at the same time there was great debate about proper brood nest 
size, and just how many frames should there be in a box.

➢ Some of the old beekeeping magazines are available on line
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In the 20th Century

➢ 1900-1910 Package Bee Shipping Firmly Established
➢ 1900- WWI – more honey consumed as sections than liquid
➢ 1922 Federal Honey Bee Law
➢ WW II – Bees Wax required for the war effort
➢ 1950s pollination of wild blueberries begins
➢ 1950s release of African queens in Brazil
➢ 1974 MSBA established
➢ 1980s Tracheal Mite introduction
➢ 1987 Varroa Mites discovered in US
➢ 1994 Small Hive Beetle discovered in the US
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Stinging from The University of Guelph
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Any questions about what you saw in the video?

Paul describes a local reaction to stings which is what most people experience.  
Some have an allergic systemic reaction to stings – which means reactions away 
from the site of the sting.  Symptoms can include an inability to breathe.  If you 
or someone with you experiences a systemic reaction to a bee sting, get medical 

attention.

You may hear about “Epi Pens” or Epinephrine injectors as something to use in 
an emergency.  These are prescribed

devices and at best will gain you time before needing
medical attention.
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Meet the Honey Bee (Apis Mellifera)
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A Honey bee’s life
All bees start life as eggs and you can’t tell just by looking at them what they will become.

Egg picture courtesy of Wikipedia

• Developing Honey bees spend 
three days as eggs, after which 
they turn into larvae.

• The white liquid is food for 
developing bees and is called Jelly.

• These cells are Worker cells, and 
the eggs seen here will develop 
into Workers.  The bees use a 
larger cell for Drones.
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Bees go through four stages of development

Graphic courtesy of The Pollinator Partnership

The 
development 
days shown 
are for Worker 
Honey bees.

Drones Take 24 days to hatch, Queens just 16 days!
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Worker bees have different jobs, depending on 
how old they are.

Queens and Drones 
have different jobs 

too.

The queen is 
mostly an egg 

laying machine.

Drones exist to 
pass on their 

genetics by mating 
with young queens.

Very 
simplistic!
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Bee Math

Based on your observations, it is possible to calculate all kinds of things, based on 
your knowledge of Honey bee developmental biology.

Calculations are made based on your knowledge of biology!

If you see single eggs laid at the center bottom of the cell, you know the queen was there within the last three days. If you see larvae, 
you know the queen was there between four and ten days ago.

Capped worker brood will hatch out between 0 and 16 days.

A capped queen cell will hatch out between 0 and 11 days.  The new queen should begin laying eggs between in 10 to 21 days.

Q: How long does it take for workers to hatch from the time their egg is laid? A: 21 days
Q: How long until the larvae in capped worker brood become foragers?  A:  between 21 and 37 days.
Q: How long for worker eggs to become foraging bees? A:  between 39 and 42 days
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Last week we spoke about finding the 
perfect spot to place your bee hives
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Bee yards should be accessible to you

➢ They require equipment to be 
moved in and out

➢ Bees like water
➢ Hives need year round access
➢ Some mite treatments need 

electricity
➢ Some monitoring devices need 

access to WIFI
➢ But you don’t want them 

accessible to the world
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Bee yards should have enough room to work bees

➢ Hives are usually placed in gangs of two on 
hive stands 12-18” off the ground

➢ Hives are best in direct sunlight facing South
➢ There should be room in back of the hive to 

place equipment as it is removed for 
inspection

➢ Some research suggests that hives well spread 
out reduce disease transmission
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Bee Hives should have protection from the 
prevailing wind

Photo Credit: DC Honeybees
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Maine has a Best Management practices

You’ll get a copy at the end of class!
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Questions?

We covered a great amount of material 
this week.  You’re encouraged to re-
read the home work for tonight to 
reinforce what was said in class.

Your homework is to read chapters 5 & 
6 in your text.

THANK YOU! – See you next week.


